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EQUILIBRATION IN HEAVY ION COLLISIONSSTUDIED VIA DYNAMICAL FLUCTUATIONS�I.J. Soliwoda, M. Kirejzyk, B. Sikoraand K. Siwek-Wilzy«skaInstitute of Experimental Physis, Warsaw UniversityHo»a 69, 00-681 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived November 11, 1999)A novel method to study �utuations in distributions of reation prod-uts has been applied to investigate the proess of hemial and thermalequilibration of nulear matter in Ru+Ru reation at 1.69 A GeV. Theanalysed data were obtained with the FOPI detetor. Nontrivial �utu-ations of the hemial omposition and of transverse momenta, and theirdependene on entrality were studied. Flutuations of pion multipliitywere found to derease with inreasing entrality. This kind of dependeneis less evident in the ase of proton transversal momentum �utuations.PACS numbers: 24.60.Ky, 25.75.LdImportant information on the dynamis of nulear ollisions an be ob-tained from analyses of orrelations and �utuations. In the present work, amethod �rst proposed to study the equilibration proess at high�relativistienergies, has been applied in the range of low�relativisti energies.In the ase of nulear reations with high partile multipliity, two ex-treme senarios an be onsidered: the �superposition� and the �equilibra-tion� senarios. In the former, a nuleus�nuleus (AA) ollision is desribedas the inoherent sum of the �rst nuleon�nuleon (NN) interations. In thelatter, one assumes that the olliding system reahes the state of equilibriumdue to multiple interations.The method, proposed by Ga¹dziki and Mrówzy«ski [1℄, is based on theobservation that in NN interations at high�relativisti energies, averagedvalues of ertain partile observables are orrelated with the event multipli-ity. This property an be used to probe the dynamis of AA ollisions by� Presented at the XXVI Mazurian Lakes Shool of Physis, Krzy»e, PolandSeptember 1�11, 1999. (389)



390 I.J. Soliwoda et al.measuring to what degree the orrelations present in NN interations aremodi�ed in AA ollisions. Those orrelations should also be present in nu-lear reations if they are simple superpositions of NN interations. On theother hand, if nulear matter reahes the equilibrium state, suh orrelationswould be lost as a result of multiple interations.The quantity �, proposed [1℄ as a parameter sensitive to the orrelations,is de�ned as � =shZ2ievhNiev �p z2 ;with Z = �Ni=1zi and zi = xi � �x, where xi is the variable of interest ofthe i-th partile in an event of multipliity N , �x and z2 are averages of theinlusive distributions of x and z2 respetively, and h iev denotes averagingover events.The parameter � has di�erent values for the two mentioned extremesenarios:� in the �superposition� senario, when orrelations should be present inthe �nal state, the � value would be exatly the same for NN and AAollisions;� in the �equilibrium� senario orrelations should be lost and so the �value would be equal to zero.The intermediate value of � may indiate an intermediate mehanism orpossibly suggest the dominating one.To test the appliability of this method at low�relativisti energies, thedata from Ru+Ru at 1.69 A GeV beam energy were analysed. Reationproduts were deteted by the FOPI multidetetor system [2℄. The data forthis analysis were taken from two subdetetors: the Central Drift Chamber(CDC) and the Outer Plasti Wall of sintillators (PLAWA).As the mehanism of nulear reation may depend on the entrality ofollision, it is neessary to selet events from spei� ranges of the impatparameter. This was done using two seletion riteria. One of them is basedon the multipliity of harged partiles deteted by the PLAWA detetor(PM). Assuming monotoni dependene between impat parameter b andmultipliity of partiles deteted by PLAWA, we divided the sample of eventsinto three ategories:� entral ollisions (b � 3 fm, PM � 53);� semientral ollisions (3 fm < b � 5 fm, 40 � PM < 53);� pheripheral ollisions (b > 5 fm, PM < 40).



Equilibration in Heavy Ion Collisions Studied via : : : 391In addition to the PM multipliity riterion, the riterion based on thetransverse-to-longitudinal energy ratio (ERAT) was used to hoose moreentral ollisions. For eah lass of events the value of � was alulated.The variable used to study hemial equilibration [3℄ is de�ned asxi = Æ(hi � h0) = � 1 for hi = h00 for hi 6= h0 ;where hi denotes the type of the i-th deteted hadron and h0 � the se-leted hadron type whih is produed in the ollision. In our ase the amplyprodued ��mesons were hosen for h0.In Fig. 1, values of the � parameter related to hemial equilibrium, areshown for various ranges of impat parameter. The vertial bars representstatistial errors, the horizontal ones � equivalent sharp ut o� limits ofimpat parameter.

Fig. 1. Values of the � parameter related to hemial eqiulibrium for various rangesof the impat parameter. Details are given in the text.The value of � learly depends on the entrality of the ollision. Itdereases monotonially upon hanging from peripheral to semientral, en-tral (seleted with PM only) and more entral (seleted by additional utsERAT> 0.58 and ERAT>0.72) ollisions. This seems to on�rm the in-tuitive expetation that nulear matter is more hemially equilibrated inentral than in non�entral ollisions.For studying the �utuations related to the thermal equilibrium, thehoie of transverse momentum p? as a variable is appropriate sine it is
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Fig. 2. Values of the � parameter related to thermal equilibrium for various rangesof the impat parameter. Details are given in the text.generated during the ollision. In Fig. 2, the � values alulated for protontransversal momenta are presented for various ranges of the impat parame-ter. The ranges of b have been hosen by the PM riterion only, sine the useof an ERAT ut ould bias the seletion of events and therefore the observed�utuations of p?. It seems that the value of � is smaller in entral than innon�entral ollisions.Summarizing, the value of � parameter related to hemial ompositiondereases with dereasing impat parameter. This kind of dependene is lessevident when the �utuations of proton transversal momentum are studied.The observed trends an be interpreted as an indiation that entral olli-sions may lead to states whih are loser to equilibrium. The agreement withthis intuitively expeted result an be treated as a test of the new method,whih was for the �rst time applied to experimental data at low�relativistienergies. A more onlusive and quantitative interpretation should be sup-ported by mirosopi model simulations.REFERENCES[1℄ M. Ga¹dziki, S. Mrówzy«ski, Z. Phys. C54, 127 (1992).[2℄ A. Gobbi et al., Nul. Instrum. Methods A324, 156 (1993); J.L. Ritman,Nul. Phys. B44, 708 (1995).[3℄ M. Ga¹dziki, preprint IKF-HENPG/7-97, nul-th/9712050.


